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Abstract

Continuous arches and vaults made of cohesive materials with low but non-zero tensile strength, such
as Roman concrete, are a common feature in historic and monumental structures, many of them sited in
earthquake-prone regions. The effect of tension capacity on the dynamic behaviour of masonry vaulted
structures has scarcely been studied. We describe a series of shaking table tests on model-scale,
continuous circular arches of 1m span, with the aims of assessing the effect of tensile capacity on
mechanism formation, evaluating the structures' lateral acceleration capacity and comparing their
performance to that of voussoir arches. While tested arches fail by forming a four-link mechanism like
the no-tension voussoir arch, significant differences in behaviour between continuous and voussoir
arches are observed, including: differences in hinge positions; higher accelerations required to initiate
rocking; cracking of material required to form hinges; inability of hinges, once formed, to close and
move to a different location (travelling hinges). Conventional limit analysis, whose basis includes an
assumption of zero tensile strength, is a suitable analytical tool for voussoir arches, but is shown to be
inaccurate when applied to arches having a modest tensile capacity. The experimental observations are
modelled using non-linear finite elements Abaqus/Explicit dynamic analysis algorithm, from
commercial software Abaqus 2017. By applying the Concrete Damage Plasticity numerical material
law, good agreement is obtained between the tests and the numerical predictions, supporting the
formation of collapse mechanisms that significantly differ from the mechanisms observed for notension arches. Finally, the numerical model is upscaled to study full-size arches with a span of 4m,
obtaining results that align with the experimental observations and do not agree with observations and
models for the no-tension voussoir arch, evidencing the need to account for tensile capacity of vaulted
structures when assessing their dynamic capacity.

1. Introduction
Modern analysis of masonry structures under the framework of plastic theory was established in the
second half of the 20th century (Kooharian 1952, Heyman 1966). It treats masonry as rigid and embraces
the three classic axioms stated in the 18th century by Couplet (1729): 1) infinite compressive strength;
2) zero tensile strength; 3) there is no sliding. Under these premises, the only possible failure for a
masonry structure is through the formation of a kinematically admissible mechanism by developing
rotational hinges. Such mechanism depends purely on geometry and loading conditions, including selfweight.
The axioms that support this theory are simplifications of the material properties that respond to
observations of masonry failure over time. They are, however, open to question. As early as 1806,
Monasterio explored the possibility of sliding failure in mechanism formation (Albuerne & Huerta
2010). More recently, Livesley (1978) formulated limit analysis for 2D block structures accounting for
frictional forces on the interfaces. Livesley (1992) extended this analysis to 3D arches introducing
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Coulomb friction at the block interfaces. Casapulla & D’Ayala (2001) incorporated non-symmetric
loading in order to establish when sliding failure becomes a limiting factor.
The axiom of ‘zero tensile strength’, is commonly redefined as ‘zero tensile strength at the joints’
(Boothby 2001), recognising that masonry blocks do resist tensile stresses and hinges tend to open at
the joints, where the mortar is typically weaker, may have experienced decay or may not be present.
Under this assumption, hinges are free to form at any joint in the structure. There are, however,
numerous masonry constructions that present a level of tensile strength at joints exerting a resistance
against separation of masonry blocks. An important category of vaulted structures exhibiting some
tensile strength is ancient Roman construction made of Roman concrete, as exemplified by the remains
of the Basilica of Maxentius in Rome (Giavarini 2005, Albuerne & Williams 2017).
The failure of vaulted structures with a moderate capacity to withstand tensile forces has received
limited attention in the literature. While zero tensile strength may be a safe assumption for structures
under static loads (Heyman 1966), its safety for structures subject to dynamic loading has not been
demonstrated.
Smars (2000, 2008) explores the applicability of limit analysis to vaulted structures that feature both
some tensile strength and finite friction and proposes the existence for certain structures of a “potentially
stable” domain in addition to the classic stable and unstable domains.
More recently, Ramaglia et al. (2016) explored the problem applied to barrel vaults subject to dynamic
lateral loading and proposed accounting for tensile strength in limit analysis by applying an expansion
of the boundaries of permissible positons of the line of thrust. This simplified model does not account
for the quasi-brittle nature of typical masonry materials. These materials experience an immediate drop
in strength post crack initiation that leads to a redistribution of stresses after every crack forms. As a
result, in the general cases the maximum moment capacity is not experienced simultaneously at all
hinges.
This paper explores the effect that moderate tensile strength has on the failure of vaulted masonry
structures subject to dynamic loading. The paper describes novel shaking table tests on cohesive,
continuous arches made of quasi-brittle material and subject to cyclic base motion, comparing their
performance to that of zero-tension voussoir arches. It further presents the results of a fully dynamic
computational analysis using Non-Linear Finite Elements (NLFE) carried out to understand the
experimental findings regarding the formation of the first hinge through the opening of a crack.
2. Dynamic behaviour of the voussoir circular arch
The study of the no-tension voussoir or dry-joint arch is an insightful step towards understanding the
behaviour of vaulted masonry structures. It has been explored in the literature as a fundamental element
of masonry vaulted systems, with a particular focus on the constant-thickness circular arch, as related
in this section. The circular arch has a simple geometry that can be easily constructed using similar
voussoirs, be these cut stones or bricks. This arch has been used repeatedly throughout the history of
construction in buildings, gates or bridges. It often features fill on the extrados, in particular in bridges,
which can have a significant impact on its structural behaviour, as explored by Pulatsu et al. (2019).
Addressing the arch by itself, without including the effect of fill and isolating it from the performance
of abutment systems, is a significant step in exploring the mechanical performance of masonry
structures, as it does not introduce additional complexities (Heyman 1969) and thus the findings are
easier to interpret. The study of the circular arch by itself is primarily a theoretical question that
contributes towards understanding the capacity of masonry vaulted structures.
The stability of simple arches has been examined for centuries (see Huerta 2004 for a detailed account).
From the formulation of plastic theory for masonry by Heyman (1966), limit analysis has been applied
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to examine simple circular arches in 2D under the three fundamental axioms (e.g. Heyman 1969,
Oschendorf 2002, Makris & Alexakis 2013), as well as considering possible sliding failure (e.g.
Livesley 1998). The problem has been studied in 3D by authors including Smars (2000), Casapulla &
D’Ayala (2001), exploring the effect of finite Coulomb friction and eccentric loading, concluding that
friction is the limiting parameter in a range of not uncommon occasions.
The behaviour of the voussoir arch under seismic lateral loads has been explored more rarely. Staticequivalent approaches aimed at identifying the minimum horizontal load required to initiate a
mechanism in a circular arch when acting in combination with gravity loads have been explored by
authors including Otto (1983), Oppenheim (1992), Clemente (1998), Ochsendorf (2002) or Alexakis
and Makris (2014). Most studies of this problem employ energy formulations to determine the point of
mechanism formation.
Shaking table tests to explore the dynamic behaviour of voussoir arches have been reported by de
Lorenzis et al (2007), DeJong & Ochsendorf (2010), Albuerne et al (2013) and Gaetani et al. (2017). A
non-symmetric four-hinge mechanism, hereon referred to as 4-link mechanism, has been observed to
form (see Fig. 1), with hinge D systematically opening on the extrados at one of the supports and hinge
B opening near the crown. The phenomenon of travelling hinges is normally observed, with hinges
shifting from one joint to the next as the motion progresses.

Fig. 1. Typical four-link mechanism failure for zero-tension voussoir arch.
The dynamic behavior of arches has been studied analytically. Oppenheim (1992) developed an
analytical model for the behaviour of the arch 4-link mechanism during the first half-cycle of a cyclic
base motion, before the first impact of the rocking motion occurs. The model was extended by de
Lorenzis et al (2007) to include behaviour after impact, presuming that the mirror mechanism will open
as rocking reverses.
Different computational approaches have been applied to modelling the dynamic response of voussoir
arches. Discrete Element Modelling (DEM) has been frequently adopted as the most effective
computational framework for modelling discontinuities and capturing the mechanics of loose block
structures (Lemos 2007). DEM have been applied to study the dynamics of no-tension voussoir arches
subject to base motion (e.g. Lemos 2001, Alexakis & Makris 2016), obtaining good agreement between
modelling and experimental results (e.g. DeJong et al. 2008, Albuerne et al 2013). The development of
(NLFEM) has enabled the application of Finite Element Modelling (FEM) to the problem of collapse
of dry-joint masonry structure. See section 4.1 for a brief review of the literature.
In spite of the deep interest of the dynamic performance of the dry-joint voussoir arch, in many vaulted
structures the material exhibits some bond between the blocks. As a result, hinges are not ‘free’ to open
at any joint in the structure and must be the result of fracture of the material. In the following sections,
the behaviour of vaults with (low) tensile strength is explored.
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3. Experimental tests on circular arches with non-negligible tensile strength
Semi-circular continuous arches were subject to cyclic base motion on a shaking table, testing samples
to increasing load until cracking and subsequent collapse occurred. This section summarises the
construction and testing procedure.
3.1 Geometry of arch specimens
Specimens were semi-circular arches (angle of embrace of 180°), with parallel intrados and extrados,
and internal span of 900 mm, Fig. 2. Three different thicknesses were tested: t = 62 mm (giving t/rm =
0.13), t = 67 mm (t/rm = 0.14) and t = 72 mm (t/rm = 0.15).

Fig. 2. Semi-circular arch geometry
3.2 Material of arch specimens
Arches were made of a quasi-brittle mortar having natural hydraulic lime (NHL 5.0) as binder and
washed sharp sand (average particle size of 1.2mm) as aggregate. This material aimed to replicate the
behaviour of moderately cohesive masonry in the fashion of Roman concrete. The tensile strength was
kept as low as practically possible for handleability considerations. The average ratio of
lime−sand−water by volume was 1−3.2−0.88, with small variations in water content to achieve
desirable workability of the mix.
The material properties were characterised through a testing campaign of three-point bending tests on
pre-notched samples 300 mm long and 50 x 50 mm cross-section. A series of 35 control samples with
lime-sand volume ratio of 1-3.2 were tested (see Fig. 12 for summary of results). As a quasi-brittle
material, the mortar exhibits a progressive drop in strength with increased deformation beyond the point
of maximum load (Karihaloo & Huang 1991), as shown in the typical test result in Fig. 3. The exact
form is dependent on mix details and on the internal micro-structure, that is, the number, size and
distribution of internal pores and cracks (Shah & Ouyang 1994). An inherent variability in the values
of peak load and curve shape between different samples of the same material has been observed,
resulting in a variability of tensile strength ft and fracture energy Gf, consistent with other tests on
modern concrete, also a quasi-brittle material, and reproductions of ancient Roman mortar (Samuelli
Ferretti 2000, Brune 2010). The mean material properties of the mortar mix were: density 1870 kg/m3,
compressive strength 1.65 MPa, tensile strength 0.426 MPa (SD: 0.108 or 25.3%) and fracture energy
7.85 Nm/m2 (SD: 2.67 or 34.0%). The tensile strength is obtained as the peak tensile strength
experienced by the test sample, calculated using the maximum bending moment recorded in the bending
moment vs curvature plot for each three-point bending test. The fracture energy is obtained by
computing the area under the bending moment vs curvature curve, introducing the corrections given by
Planas & Elices (1985) and Rodriguez del Viso (2008). The standard deviation values reflect the
inherent variability of the material properties.
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Fig. 3. Corrected moment-rotation curve for a three-point-bending test of lime mortar used in test
specimen construction
Based on scaling theory, the scaling relationship can be obtained by considering a vertical cantilever
(density ρ, length L, cross-sectional depth d) subject to inertial lateral acceleration, a (Albuerne 2016).
The ratio of fracture stress ff to bending stress fb is given by:
𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏

=

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ∙𝑑𝑑

[Eq. 1]
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Given that linear dimensions will scale the same and that accelerations scale at unity (to preserve
similitude of stresses due to gravity and lateral acceleration), the resulting scaling relationship for these
model arches is given by:
𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡∗
𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡

=

𝜌𝜌∗ 𝐿𝐿∗
𝜌𝜌

∙

𝐿𝐿

[Eq. 3]

Taking Roman concrete as a reference material, we obtain that the density ratio is approximately equal
to unity while the tensile strength of the real material as tested by Giavarini et al. (2006) is 2 to 3 times
higher than the characteristic value for the lime mortar (Table 1). This results in the test specimen being
representative of real Roman concrete arches with 2 times larger span, i.e. a span length of
approximately 2 m.
Table 1. Material properties of mortar used in experiments compared with available strength tests
performed on original Roman concrete samples
Sample
Lime mortar
Lime:Sand:Water(V) 1:3.2:0.88
Hadrian’s Villa†
Vaults of Sala a tre essedre

Compressive
Strength (MPa)

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Vol. Mass Density
(kN/m3)

1.65

0.426 (S.D. 0.108)

18.7

4.5

0.77

17.7
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Hadrian’s Villa†
5.87
Vaults of Sala a tre essedre
†
Test results from Giavarini et al. (2006)

0.88

17.7

3.3 Test procedure
Tests were performed on a uniaxial shaking table in the Oxford Structural Dynamics Laboratory
(Univeristy of Oxford), comprising a 1 m square platform running on horizontal linear bearings. It is
driven by a single 10 kN Instron servo-hydraulic actuator that can apply uni-directional displacement
amplitudes up to ±75 mm. Arches were simply supported on the table, with sliding prevented by padded
brackets placed on both sides of the supports (Fig. 4). These support conditions could be representative
of arches and vaults supported on metal brackets or beams, such as is sometimes encountered in 19th
and early 20th timbrel vaults. In the case of masonry vaults with continuity down the supports, such as
Roman concrete structures, these support conditions represent a singular theoretical case in which
cracks exist at the base of the arch. While real structures are commonly cracked, the typical crack pattern
for a circular arch comprises three cracks, with a crack at midspan and a crack at each support. The
present setup without the midspan crack is nonetheless an interesting case to analyse as the degree of
static indeterminacy is reduced to 1, which simplifies the study.

Fig. 4. Support conditions for arch samples on shaking table with rubber padded metal brackets on
both intrados and extrados to prevent sliding, while a degree of rotation can be expected.
While elastic response spectra are not appropriate for identifying the seismic response of highly inelastic
structures (Douglas et al 2015) pulse-type excitations representing the principal impulse of an
earthquake wave have been found to be appropriate simplifications of near-source ground motions for
appraisal of rocking structures (DeJong & Ochsendorf 2010, Makris & Roussos 2000, Campillo et al.
1989). Given their continuous derivatives, sine pulses were chosen, in agreement with Zhang & Makris
(2001) and Gaetani et al (2017). To prevent large acceleration spikes at the start and end of the test,
ramped attack and decay cycles were added as shown in Fig. 5 (Williams et al. 2012).
Because tests involved large motions, fracture and collapse, particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used
to track the motion of the specimens. GeoPIV software by White et al (2003), which is based on highdensity-image and single-exposure multi-frame PIV and is designed to be applied to conventional (nonrectified) digital images. A speckle pattern was applied to the front face of each arch to facilitate
accurate tracking and a reference static grid was introduced to provide scale (see Fig. 6). A black-andwhite high-speed camera was used, recording 250 fps (time step 4 ms) at a resolution of 1024 x 512
pixels. Further details of the PIV implementation can be found in Albuerne & Williams (2015).
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Differences were observed between the ideal input motion (Fig. 5) and the motion observed by the
tested arches (Fig. 6). These are caused by the shaking table controller, which rectifies the actuator
motion to correct the displacement. The parameters of the controller were adjusted to prioritise a smooth
acceleration wave.

Fig. 5. Input displacement signal (left); and corresponding input acceleration (right). Scaled to the
appropriate amplitude and frequency at time of testing. Note discontinuities in gradient of acceleration
signal, resulting from the second derivative of the envelope applied to displacement signal.
3.4 Experimental results
Arches were tested under pulses of increasing amplitude and/or frequency until accelerations that
generated crack formation and subsequent collapse were reached. In this section the main observed
failure mechanism is described and the acceleration levels required to cause failure are presented. The
differences in behaviour between continuous arches and discrete voussoir arches are highlighted.
The mode of failure of tested arches is by forming a four-link mechanism, as illustrated in Fig. 6. This
shows snapshots of arch deformation showing how deformations vary with time, the corresponding
mechanism diagrams and the displacement and acceleration time signal. The time signal plots present
the displacement and acceleration recorded for the top centre section of the arch (in bold) and the
command signal sent to the table (lighter dashed line). As expected, the signals diverge significantly as
the arch collapses, after around 0.5 s. Imperfect actuator control results in the introduction of a higher
frequency component in the motion, most clearly visible in the acceleration plot. The numbering i−iv
below refers to the photos in Fig. 6:
i–ii. As the acceleration reaches a peak, hinges open in positions B (crack opening on the intrados)
and C (crack opening on the extrados). Together with the hinges at the two supports, a fourhinge mechanism is formed. Close examination of high-speed camera images reveals that the
crack that forms hinge B becomes visible before that for hinge C.
iii−iv. The arch may then either directly collapse, toppling in the direction of the acceleration that
generated the mechanism, or (more often) rock to collapse in the following half cycle, its motion
having reversed. In a small number of tests, the arch rocked repeatedly, returning to its
equilibrium position at the end of the test.
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Fig. 6. Hinge formation and collapse of tested arch by forming a 4-link mechanism (test specimen
FL9): i – iv steps in the collapse; diagrams of initial 4-link mechanism and subsequent reversed
mechanism; Displacement and acceleration at centre of arch, showing the position of images i – iv
and the formation of cracks. Image (i.) is taken an instant before cracks form at positions B and C,
seen on image (ii.).
Table 2 summarises the ten tests failing by mobilisation of a four-link mechanism. The horizontal
acceleration at onset of the mechanism (i.e. crack formation) and the hinge positions are provided. There
is a degree of variability in acceleration at the onset of cracking that is understood to be directly related
to the variability of the material discussed in section 3.1. The standard deviation in acceleration at hinge
8

formation corresponds to 4.1% for t/rm = 0.13; 8.7% for t/rm = 0.14; and 17.8% for t/rm = 0.15, all
smaller than the standard deviation for the material properties ft and Gf.
Hinge positions for the tested arches are illustrated in Fig. 7. Hinges A and D open at the supports,
where there is no resistance to rotation. Hinges B and C open on either side of the centreline of the arch,
at significantly similar distance. This is different from the minimum horizontal acceleration mechanism
obtained for the zero-tension voussoir arch, shown in Fig. 8 for the same t/r = 0.15, discretized into 15
equal voussoirs. This mechanism is calculated using limit analysis for the voussoir arch subject to
gravity and inertial loads caused by the minimum lateral acceleration required to mobilise a mechanism
(Ochsendorf 2002), applying the method of graphic statics. Dejong & Ochsendorf (2010) observed the
limit analysis mechanism to match that observed in experimental dynamic tests.
The position of hinges B and C also presents variability between tests. The observed location of each
of these hinges lies within a bracket of approximately 20°. This variation is exemplified in the difference
between tests FL8 and FL9, identified in colour in Fig. 7. While the acceleration at crack formation for
these two tests is very close, the position of the hinges is visibly different. Hinge C opens almost at the
same place, while hinge B is shifted by 8°, resulting in different angle BOC (75° for FL8 and 84° for
FL9). Another example is found in comparing tests FL3 and FL4, also experiencing cracking at similar
levels of lateral acceleration. In this case, the angle BOC is similar in both tests (69° for FL3 and 66°
for FL4), but is shifted by 10° towards hinge D.
These differences in position are linked to the aforementioned variability of the material, together with
the dynamic nature of the loading. The random distribution of the microstructure of the material can
lead to the existence of points along the arch where crack initiation is more likely. The distribution of
internal stresses within the arch is constantly changing throughout the shaking table test, with the
position of maximum stresses shifting along the arch.
Table 2. Summary of results for tests showing four-hinge mechanism
(see Fig. 1 for definitions of hinges B and C; see Fig. 7 for Test FL9)
Test
FL1†
FL2
FL3
FL4*
FL5
FL7
FL8†
FL9
FL10
FL11

Accn at hinge
Hinge position
formation
(angle from base)
(x g)
Hinge B
Hinge C
0.13
1.12
52°
55°
0.13
1.00
57°
49°
0.13
1.07
52°
59°
0.13
1.05
62°
52°
0.14
1.44
67°
61°
0.14
1.21
61°
41°
0.15
1.42
51°
54°
0.15
1.42
43°
53°
0.15
1.49
53°
44°
0.15
0.91
51°
41°
†
Direct collapse without rocking
*
Return to equilibrium after rocking
t/rm
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Fig. 7 Summary of hinge positions for tests forming a 4-link mechanism.

Fig. 8 Minimum-acceleration 4-link collapse mechanism for a discretized zero-tension voussoir arch
with t/rm = 0.15 and 15 voussoirs, computed by static-equivalent limit analysis: in red, thrust-line; in
blue, acting static-equivalent forces as part of the corresponding polygon of forces.
Shaking table tests have been performed on voussoir arches with similar span and t/rm = 0.15, applying
the same form of base motion, by Albuerne et al (2013). Voussoir arches also rocked and collapsed by
forming four-link mechanisms, but there are significant differences in behaviour with quasi-brittle
arches:
•

•

•

In quasi-brittle arches two of the fours hinges open at the supports (A and D) as a result of the
finite tensile strength along the arch, while in voussoir arches these hinges are free to form at
other points, as observed in shaking table tests.
When the voussoir arch rocks, the mirror mechanism tends to form when motion reverses,
which requires different joints to open when motion reverses (see Fig. 9). On the contrary, in
quasi-brittle arches, exactly the same cracks serve as joints when the motion reverses, resulting
in two different mechanisms forming, depending the direction of the rocking.
The travelling hinge phenomenon is observed in voussoir arches, while this is not present in
quasi-brittle arches.

Figure 9 also illustrates the difference in location of the 'internal' hinges B and C between voussoir and
quasi-brittle arches.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of failure mechanism between voussoir (A) and quasi-brittle (B) arches, for t/rm =
0.15: initial mechanism (in blue) and reverse mechanism (in red). Voussoir arch mechanism based on
static-equivalent limit analysis (Fig. 8)
4. Non-linear Finite Element models of undamaged arches
4.1. Description of Finite Element Model
The numerical model is developed with the Finite Element (FE) commercial software Abaqus 2017
(Abaqus 2014). The Abaqus/Explicit dynamic analysis algorithm is used which applies a consistent,
large-displacement theory that allows large rotations and large deformations. The explicit algorithm
marches a numerical solution forward through time in small time increments without solving a coupled
system of equations at each increment nor forming a global stiffness matrix, which often becomes illconditioned under extensive material damage. This makes it a stable and computationally efficient
algorithm for analysing highly nonlinear and transient dynamic behaviours (Abaqus 2014; Karapitta et
al. 2011). The numerical modelling presented in this work follows the continuum mechanics approach,
broadly used for quasi-brittle materials such as unreinforced concrete, adobe and masonry (Lourenço
et al. 2007; Pelà 2008; Roca et al. 2010; Tarque et al. 2014)
A two-dimensional model of the concrete arch and the steel base is created. Structured mesh with the
four-node reduced integration plane stress elements CPS4R is used. The mesh size varies between 9.5
and 11 mm. Using reduced integration elements and having multiple elements across the thickness helps
avoiding shear locking and hourglass phenomena which can affect slender structures under bending
load (Belytschko et al. 1984; Zienkiewicz et al. 1971). The steel base is modelled with linear elastic
properties whereas the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) smeared-crack model is used for the mortar
arch. In this material law, the stress-strain curves of the material are treated separately for tension and
compression. CDP has been based on the on the work of Lee & Fenves (1998) and Lubliner et al.
(1989) and has been widely used in analysis of historic structure made of quasi-brittle materials such as
roman concrete (Ivancic, Brune, & Perucchio, 2014) and masonry with a degree of cohesion (Humberto
et al., 2013; Milani & Valente, 2015; Silva, Lourenço, & Milani, 2017).
Regarding the properties of the CDP model, the concrete dilation angle (ψ) and K parameter are equal
to 30° and 0.666 respectively. The compressive strength of the concrete is taken as 10 MPa. Since in
the experimental campaign the concrete arch is observed to break due to tensile stresses, the stressstrain curve for tension is the most influential parameter of the CDP model. Linear tension softening
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(see Fig. 10) is adopted for the post-peak stress-strain branch of the tension curve (Abaqus, 2014;
Hillerborg et al. 1976). The softening branch of the curve is calculated from the tensile fracture energy
(Gf). According to this law, when the maximum principal stress exceeds the tensile strength (ft), a crack
is formed in the plane orthogonal to the direction of principal tensile stress. Various combinations of ft
and Gf, based on the material characterisation of the tested arches, are considered for the numerical
analysis (see Fig. 12).

Fig. 10. Linear tension softening; where uu0 is the crack normal displacement at which complete
loss of tensile strength takes place.
The base motion is applied as horizontal displacements on the steel base of the FE model, whereas the
steel base is fixed in the vertical direction. A sufficiently small time-step of 0.0001s is used for the
discretisation of the input motion. The contact surfaces between the arch and the steel base are governed
by Coulomb friction law with an assumed friction angle equal to 12° (μ = 0.2) and zero cohesion, based
on qualitative observations of low friction during experimentation. A lateral gap of around 0.5 mm is
introduced between the arch and the intrados and extrados brackets that are modelled as part of the steel
base. This gap is modelled to represent the irregularities present at arch supports in the experimental
configuration that led to small amounts of relative displacement between the arch specimen and the
shaking table. The support configuration in the FE model also allows rocking at the supports similar to
the structural behaviour manifested during the shaking table tests.
The model investigates the development of the failure pattern and specifically the formation of the first
crack. There are two limitations for using the model for prediction of formation of second crack and,
moreover, for prediction of collapse. One limitation is the characterization of crack growth in the
experimental material, lime mortar: the material law used has been developed for concrete, which, in
spite of similarly being a quasi-brittle material, has a different internal macro and micro structure to that
of lime mortar. As such, there may be differences in the rate of growth of a crack between the two
materials that could have a significant impact on the formation of subsequent cracks under dynamic
loading. The second limitation is the fact that, once a crack is fully developed, the FE code is unable to
treat that crack as a new dry-contact surface. This affects the way the crack responds to large
displacements, which can be of significance in a shaking table test of the nature of those being modelled.
As a result, the details of the formation of the second and any subsequent cracks will not be examined
closely.
4.2. Modelling the formation of the first crack
FEM analysis of tested arch model
The non-linear FE model is tested and calibrated against experimental test FL9, the details of which,
including arch motion and geometry of failure mechanism, are given in Fig. 6 and Table 2. The input
motion applied to the model is that experienced by the arch on the shaking table test, amplified until
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failure of the model is observed. The lime mortar batch used for the fabrication of this arch, with limesand-water ratio of 1−3.2−0.88, is characterised by a single three-point bending test, yielding a value of
tensile strength ft of 0.516 MPa and fracture energy Gf of 8.645 Nm/m2. These values fall comfortably
within the range of material tests results obtained for the mortar. Because a single sample was tested,
the characteristic (mean) values obtained for the material are used in the FE model (ft = 0.426 MPa; Gf
= 7.85 Nm/m2).
Figure 11 summarises the results obtained from the FE analysis. The overall shape of the failure
mechanism matches that observed in the experiment in that hinges A and D form at the supports, with
the first hinge forming by cracking the material.

Fig. 11. Non-linear FE results for model of tested arch FL9: a) arch numerical model showing the
formation of the first crack; b) position of the formation of the first crack; c) stress distribution at the
initiation of first crack; d) input motion, indicating the time of formation of first crack.
The FE model is aimed at predicting the formation of the first crack, where agreement between analysis
model and experiment is very close. The first crack forms hinge B, with the crack initiating on the
intrados at an acceleration peak of the input motion. The model predicts the formation of the crack at
an angle of 44º from the closest support (hinge A), which compares well with the experimental result
of 43º. The model overpredicts the acceleration at which the crack forms by approximately 23%, with
the first crack forming at a base acceleration of 1.75g while in the shaking table test the crack opened
when the arch experienced an acceleration of 1.42g.
The analysis is repeated for the material parameters obtained for the FL9 batch sample given above,
obtaining a very similar result. Cracking acceleration is 1.74g and hinge B forms at an angle of 40º from
hinge A.
There are two factors that can explain the overprediction in acceleration at failure. The first is the
existence of imperfections and irregularities in the physical sample subject to experimental testing. The
second is the fact that the material properties are characterised by a single material sample, while it has
been observed that there is an inherent variability in the properties of the material and this sample could
have overestimated the characteristic strength of the mortar batch.
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Parametric variations of tensile strength ft and fracture energy Gf
A parametric study of the behaviour of the circular arch under base motion varying the tensile capacity
of the material is carried out in order to explore how the tensile capacity affects the response of a
masonry material under dynamic loads. The tensile capacity is defined by two parameters, the tensile
strength ft and the fracture energy Gf, both of which are required for defining the material law used in
the model, CDP.
The three-point bending tests carried out to characterise the material evidenced a correlation between
tensile strength and fracture energy (Fig. 12). A parametric variation of tensile strength is proposed,
adjusting the fracture energy using a linear correlation as shown in Fig. 12. In addition, the effect of the
fracture energy in the model is studied by considering two series of variation of fracture energy at
constant tensile strength: 1) ft1 = 0.516 MPa, the tensile strength for the tested arch FL9; and 2) ftk =
0.426 MPa, the lime mortar characteristic strength. The tested series are also shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Lime mortar material tensile strength ft vs. fracture energy Gf, presenting material
characterisation test results (in black) and values adopted for FE analysis (in colour).
The results of the variation of tensile strength with adjusted fracture energy according to a linear
relationship are summarised on Fig. 13, where the horizontal acceleration at crack initiation is plotted
against the tensile strength. A linear variation can be seen in the lower section of the curve, while a
plateau in horizontal acceleration at crack formation is reached as the tensile strength increases.
The dynamic nature of the load results in a constantly changing stress distribution. The peak tensile
stress continuously shifts along the arch as the ratio between vertical and horizontal inertial loads
changes. In the presence of horizontal acceleration, the stress distribution is asymmetric, with the point
of maximum sagging bending shifting from midspan to the windward side of the arch for the given
verse of the applied acceleration.
A point of maximum hogging bending appears, displaced from the midspan in the opposite direction.
Sagging bending generates tensile stresses on the intrados, i.e. leading to hinging about the extrados.
This hinge, which corresponds to hinge B (Fig. 11) is the first one to materialise in the analysis, as was
seen for FL9, with the first crack initiating on the intrados of the arch, displaced from the midspan of
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the arch. This behaviour agrees very well with the observations from experimental tests. In the analyses,
all first cracks were contained in a small arch segment ranging from 43º to 58º from hinge A (Fig. 13).
The position of the crack appears to depend on the tensile capacity of the material. For lower capacities,
hinge B forms further from the support and closer to the value of the AOB angle for zero tensile capacity
(Fig. 8). This angle reduces as the tensile capacity increases, stabilising around 45º for the larger
capacity values analysed.
In the experimental tests the position of hinge B was recorded to fall within an arch segment ranging
from 43º to 67º from hinge A (Fig. 7). This bigger spread in experimental tests can be explained by the
possible existence of material imperfections that can result on weak points where cracks can more
readily form.

Fig. 13. Summary of non-linear FE models of failure of continuous arches for variation in tensile
strength ft: a) Horizontal acceleration at initiation of first crack vs. tensile strength ft; b) input motion
at failure for selected values of tensile strength ft, giving the point of initiation of the first crack; c)
position of first cracks, corresponding to hinge B in all cases.
The results of the parametric variations of fracture energy for constant tensile strength are presented in
Fig. 14. The values of fracture energy are evenly spread within the 95% bounds of the material
characterisation tests (see Fig. 12). The results evidence a strong dependence of crack formation on
fracture energy, highlighting the importance of this parameter in the behaviour of masonry with nonnegligible tensile capacity. The position of the crack, however, does not show a strong correlation with
fracture energy variation, suggesting that position may be more strongly related to the tensile strength.
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Fig. 14. Summary of non-linear FE models of failure of continuous arches for variation in fracture
energy Gf: Top: Horizontal acceleration at initiation of first crack vs. fracture energy Gf; bottom:
Hinge B position vs. fracture energy Gf.
4.3. Simplified static-equivalent analysis of pre-cracked arches
When the first crack opens in the mortar arch, there is a sudden drop in strength at the cross section of
the crack and internal stresses experience an immediate redistribution. Furthermore, the formation of
this first crack generates a 3-pinned arch. In this condition the arch can be simplified as a statically
determinate 1D structure that can be analysed using equilibrium equations only (Fig. 15).
This simplified model is used for predicting the position of the second and final crack, the crack that
becomes the fourth hinge in the arch and turns it into a mechanism.

Fig. 15. Simplified structural model of 3-pinned arch for the analysis of the cracked arch to estimate
the position of the formation of the second and final crack.
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The formation of the final crack has been computed for all arches subject to shaking table tests given in
Table 1. The first crack is treated as a hinge and the simplified structural model is subject to the inertial
loads resulting from gravity and from the lateral acceleration that has generated the first crack. Under
these loads, the point of maximum tensile stress is taken as the estimate of the position where the final
crack will form. The predicted position is given in Fig. 16.
These results evidence that the simplified 1D statically-determinate model is appropriate for predicting
the formation of the fourth hinge in the structure, with 50% of predictions lying within 5º of the
experimental observations and 80% of predictions being within 10º of the experiments.

Fig. 16. Predicted position for the formation of second and final crack (in red) for the arches subject
to shaking table tests based on the simplified 3-pinned arch model, compared to the observed crack
position (in black).
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4.4. Modelling the behaviour of full-size arches
It has been shown that the FE model can reliably simulate the results of the experimental tests of
specimens, which are scaled representation of prototypes 2-3 times larger (section 3.2). With the
intention of better understanding how real masonry structures behave under seismic loading, a second
FE model is created to represent full-size structures and to capture more realistic characteristics.
The size of the model is increased to 4m in order to represent 4m span real arches. The tensile strength
of the material is increased to ft2 = 0.820 MPa, the average value of existing experimental results for
Roman concrete in the literature (Table 1), representative of real full-size structures. The fracture energy
for this tensile strength is computed to be Gf = 16.25 Nm/m2, in accordance with the correlation
established from the material data in Fig. 12. The contact properties between the arch and the base are
also modified to replace the laboratory conditions of an arch resting on a smooth metal plate. The
coulomb friction coefficient μ is raised from 0.2 to 0.7, a value that falls in the range of results for
experimental characterization of masonry joints (Vasconcelos et al. 2008, Jafari et al. 2017).
Failure occurs at a base horizontal acceleration of 0.73g. The failure pattern observed in the full-size
arch model is similar to that of the scale model, with the first crack opening at 58° from hinge A at the
support (Fig 17, top), which lies within the range of crack formation positions observed experimentally
and agrees with the trend observed numerically for the specimen arches, with larger angles for
proportionately lower tensile capacities (Fig. 13). A small degree of sliding of the arch with respect to
the supporting base occurs as a result of the discontinuity at the support, as observed in the scaled
arches. Increasing the coefficient of friction to assimilate masonry joints reduces the sliding velocity of
the large arches, thus introducing a difference in dynamic behaviour with respect to the analysis of
scaled arches. This results in differences in the instant of crack formation observed in the acceleration
signal (Fig. 17, bottom).
Applying the simplified analysis for pre-cracked (3-pinned) arches described above, the second crack
and final hinge (hinge C) opens at 45º from hinge D at the support. This final mechanism differs
significantly from the mechanism for the zero-tension similar arch given in Fig. 8.
This model supports the relevance of the experimental observations that the presence of low tensile
capacity in masonry arches has a significant impact in the structural response to dynamic horizontal
loading, resulting in the formation of a mechanism that is different to that of a zero-tension arch and
that requires the formation of hinges through fracture of the material.
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Fig. 17. Summary of results of analysis of 4m span FE model, tensile strength ft2 = 0.820 MPa and
fracture energy G = 16.25 Nm/m2. Top: position of first crack corresponding to hinge B as predicted
numerically and position of final crack corresponding to hinge C predicted analytically based on 3pinned arch model; bottom: input motion at failure giving the point of initiation of the first crack.
5. Conclusions
The seismic stability of continuous, quasi-brittle arches with a small but non-negligible tensile strength
is a subject of great importance in the preservation of historic structures in earthquake-prone regions.
Examples include arches, vaults and domes built in Roman concrete, or built with cohesive mortar, such
as timbrel vaulting.
Shaking table tests have been performed on quasi-brittle semicircular arches made of lime mortar
(hydraulic lime-to-sand volume ratio of 1:3.2) with 1m span to explore the behaviour of masonry arches
with non-negligible tensile strength. The lime mortar, which presents a variability in material strength
that is typical of quasi-brittle materials, has been characterised to have a tensile strength ft = 0.426 MPa
(SD: 25.3%) and a fracture energy Gf = 7.85 Nm/m2 (SD: 34.0%). Based on available material tests of
samples taken from real existing structures, these experimental arches are representative of real Roman
concrete arches 2-to-3 times larger, that is, with a span between 2m and 3m, according to the scaling
relationship that the scaling of the tensile strength must be equal to the scaling of the linear dimensions.
Results show clear and consistent patterns of behaviour of these arches that evidence significant effect
of the tensile capacity. Arches fail by forming a collapse mechanism and present a degree of variation
of failure acceleration (acceleration at formation of first hinge), with SD up to 17.8%, and hinge position
that are nonetheless within the inherent variation of the material.
Compared to the geometrically similar no-tension voussoir arch, the tested arches fail at larger peak
horizontal accelerations and, while they fail through the formation of a four-link mechanism like the
no-tension arch, the position of the hinges is different. Instead of the strongly non-symmetric
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mechanism of the non-tension arch, in the tested arches the extreme hinges A and D open always at the
supports and the intermediate hinges B and C open at cracks located closer to mirror-symmetry about
the middle axis (though not perfectly symmetric). Furthermore, failure occurs by the opening of only
four hinges fixed in location (two at the supports and two at internal cracks), without the phenomenon
of travelling hinges observed consistently in lateral failure of voussoir arches under dynamic loading.
Non-linear FE analysis is used for modelling the failure of the tested arches and determine the level of
horizontal acceleration necessary for causing cracking and to estimate the position of the first crack.
Abaqus/Explicit dynamic analysis algorithm, from commercial software Abaqus 2017 is used for this
analysis, modelling the arch with the Concrete Damage Plasticity numerical material law. Tested arch
FL9 is modelled to calibrate the model, obtaining good correlation of the crack position while the failure
acceleration is overestimated by roughly 20%, which is explained as an effect of lack of imperfections
in the numerical model. CDP material law requires the input of both the tensile strength ft and the
fracture energy Gf of the material, which present a degree of variability characteristic of quasi-brittle
materials. Parametric variations of both properties evidence a strong dependence of the failure
acceleration on either parameter. The position of the first crack (hinge B), however, is less clearly
affected with the first crack opening consistently in the same 15º portion of the arch. A trend between
hinge B position and material tensile strength is observed, showing hinge B to form closer to hinge A
for higher tensile strengths. The position of the second and final crack is predicted with reasonable
agreement by performing a quasi-static analysis of a 3-pin arch simplified model.
A second similar model of a full-size arch with a span of 4m is created to model the behaviour of real
arches. The tensile strength is taken as the average of existing experimental tests on real Roman concrete
samples and the fracture energy is computed according to the relationship established for the material
tests performed on the quasi-brittle lime mortar used in shaking table tests. The failure pattern is similar
to that observed in shaking table tests and computed in the scale model, with the first crack opening in
the same range of position, at a lower acceleration that is consistent with the increase in size-to-tensile
strength ratio.
These novel experiments evidence the effect that low but non-negligible tensile capacity has on the
mechanism behaviour of vaulted masonry structures subject to dynamic loading, and the proposed
analysis is an initial approximation to modelling this effect. Further experimentation on larger test
specimens with proportionately lower tensile capacity would be an insightful next step to continue
investigating this behaviour and bound the type of materials and constructions where consideration of
tensile capacity in the presence of dynamic loads is necessary.
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